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A study of Loan Words in the Field of Cook  i ng and Food (Part 3)
Borrowed Eras of Loan Words

Kiryu Junior Co 目ege　 ・Hiroo Nonaka, Keij  i ro Shi rota. Hi tosh I Sekizaki and Kozue Shlnada

Purpose : In part 1, we picked up 1,127 loan words in the field of cooking and food from the Sanseido's

Dictionary of Loan Words (4  th Edition)  and classified them by nationality.　In part 2,
classified　then　into　11　i tems　such as　food, drinks,  cooking　utensi  Is　and　so　on,
investigated the characteristics of the■in ter ●s of classification and nationality. In

,   we

and

this

study,   we ，wi 11 investigate the● in ter●s of borrowed era and clarify the characteristics of
those loan words.

Methods :　I . After inputting the data　on each word's borrowed era to ａ computer, we checked the number

of loan words in Muromachi, Azuchi nomoyama, Edo, Neiji, Taisho, Showa  （1929－1945), Post War
（1945－1987）, and unknown.
a. We checked the relationship between era and nationality, and the one between era and item.

Ⅲ.  By reorderi昭the data, we checked the borrowed era of spices, French cuisines, French
sweetmeats and Chinese vegetables.

Results :　I . The number of loan words In each era are 5 in Muromachi,  I in Azuchi Nonoyania, 31 In Edo,
267 in Meiji. 37 in Taisho, 240 in Showa, 537 In Post War, and g unknown.    48% of loan words

are borrowed in Post War and 24χ of them are borrowed in Mei j i.
n.   The each era's ratio in EngI ish loan words is slni

 lar to the one in French loan words.    A
couple of characteristics in Chinese　loan words are pointed out:（a) The ratio of Edo is much

higher than EngIish one or French one. （b）The ratio of Mei  ji is lower than Engl ish one or
French one.    （c）There Is no loan words In Taisho.

The words for dishes and food share 5n In Mei ji.　The ones for dishes and drinks share 46χ
In Showa.    The ones for food and dishes share 42χ in Post War.

Ⅲ.  Most loan words for spices. French cuisines, French sweetmeats, and Chinese vegetables are
borrowed in Post War.
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